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Shrikhande: Book Review - Irrationally Rational

From ‘Homo Economicus’ to ‘Homo Culturalis’:
Review of Irrationally Rational by V.
Raghunathan
An Ambitious Journey
The book, ‘Irrationally Rational’ (Raghunathan 2022), is an ambitious
journey through the world of behavioral economics while looking at vistas
of the conventional neoclassical model, like a continuous landscape. As the
reader walks through the hills and valleys, the many contributions of Nobel
laureates that shed new light on the various contours of the landscape
become evident. And while the conventional neoclassical economists,
representing the ‘rational man’, drew the landscape in broad strokes from a
distance, the behavioral economists decided to trek extensively,
experimenting with the contours that laid bare the many irrationalities of the
rational man, describing him more completely.
The rational man of the neoclassical economists, call him homo
economicus, believed in expected utility theory, was risk-averse, indulged
in Bayesian updating, and had rational expectations.1 Homo culturalis of
the behavioral economists, or rational man whose irrationalities had been
identified in experiments, showed up to be less of a believer and more of a
skeptic in observed behavior. This paradigm shift in the description of the
representative economic agent is quite akin to the description of the
physical universe from the Newtonian viewpoint to a more perceptive
Einsteinian view of the physical universe. The representative economic
agent has not changed just as the physical universe has not changed, but
how we look at both has gone through a significant transformation.

About the Author
The author of ‘Irrationally Rational’ is currently an Adjunct Professor at the
Schulich School of Business, York University, Toronto, Canada. He is a
former Professor of Finance, Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad.
He has held several senior positions in private and nonprofit organizations,
as well as other professorships. Published widely, his books include an
Indian best-seller, ‘Games Indians Play’.

The formalism required, that is captured in basic finance textbooks at the
graduate level, is nicely and clearly captured for curious and agile readers
in very detailed, instructive appendices.
1
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In ‘Irrationally Rational’, the author has captured the paradigm shift
very skillfully by selecting the ten eminent economists, all Nobel laureates,
who have mapped out the contours of behavioral economics systematically
over the course of the last several decades. In the process, the author’s
enquiry has taken him deep into history to identify cognitive biases in the
rational man that were first noted qualitatively by Pierre-Simon Laplace in
the early part of the nineteenth century (Laplace and Dale 1825/1994).

Herbert Simon to Present Day
To illustrate the beauty of the behavioral economics path followed in this
journey, we can look at Herbert Simon’s pioneering work (Simon 1997)
around bounded rationality that the author explains simply and very
intuitively:
Selfishness and altruism are accommodated by bounded
rationality. Until this point, the rational man in neoclassical models
was taken to be purely selfish!
Herbert Simon uncovered the principal-agency conflicts flowing
through the homo culturalis rather than homo economicus. Simon’s
administrative and organizational man is different; for example, managers
borrow to the hilt because there is nothing to lose –and as evidence on the
ground, the author urges us to look at large-scale non-performing Assets
(NPAs, or ‘bad loans’) of banks in India. So, while organizations/institutions
are closer to neoclassical theories of rationality, even there, the friction from
‘transaction costs’ makes enforcement of contracts in real life quite messy.
Simon introduced procedural rationality as well, calling it the assessment of
‘trade-off between cost and quality’ of decisions -or the accuracy vs effort
trade-off.
The novelty of Simon’s work lay in realizing that economics could not
be divested from human behavior. Empirical support was needed for the
appropriate shape and nature of the utility function that should replace the
ones supplied by neoclassical economics, so that the theory of human
economic behavior could be based on robust empirical evidence.
One of the positive things that this book does is that it provides the
antecedents of each Nobel laureate who has added his or her own pearls
to the elaborate necklace of behavioral economics. We get to know the
origins of the person who later achieved greatness and was the recipient of
the Nobel prize. We become familiar with what motivated them from their
personal histories. We become familiar with their mentors who provided the
fuel for building their constructs, and we learn the place of their contributions
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within the wider canvas of behavioral economics. This is aligned with the
Guru-Shishya tradition in India and the search for knowledge and
excellence. The highest position in society and in history is occupied by the
wise ones as captured by these Sanskrit lines (Chanakya’s Neetishastra):
विद्वत्त्वं च नृपत्वं च न एि तुल्ये कदाचन |स्वदे शे पूज्यते राजा विद्वान् सिवत्र पूज्यते |

Vidwatwam cha nrupatwam cha naiva tulye
Swadeshe poojyate raaja vidwaan sarvatra poojyate.

kadaachan

The meaning of the above shloka (verse) is very simple. Scholarship
and Kingship can never be compared or treated on par with each other. A
king is revered and valued in his own country while the scholar is valued
and revered everywhere.
The book helps us understand that the work of Nobel laureates (like
the ten wise ones the author has selected as ten outstanding jewels, such
as, for example Thaler 2016 –whose work exerts strong influence in
disciplines like marketing) shines through their voluminous contribution at
the highest level of intellect and quality because of dedicated effort over
several decades. It is really a marathon that they continue to run through
their entire lifetime.
The book simplifies thought processes of these wise economists by
distilling the essence of these processes with apt examples both from India
and from the environments of these scholars, always highlighting the best
of what they contributed to the larger debate between neoclassical
economists and behavioral economists. Such distillation and simplification
are enabled not by walking the keen reader through tedious academic
papers published by these behavioral economists, but by alluding to their
books that these authors wrote themselves, exhibiting the crème-de-lacrème of voluminous academic research conducted during their prolific and
productive careers.
The author’s sense of humor trickles through as we read the book
seriously, generating the occasional smile which helps in sailing through the
book as a joyous learning experience. Questions like, “Why every school
in the world picks the most somnolent hours of the day to teach
economics?” arrive unexpectedly, driving the reader to think about some of
those humdrum lectures that were soporific, rather than the refreshing
experience we expected. Aldous Huxley’s quote exhilarates, “We cannot
reason ourselves out of our basic irrationality. All we can do is to learn the
art of being irrational in a reasonable way”, or while mentioning Akerlof’s
Market for Lemons, a seminal paper, the quick reference to a suave and
articulate IT professional who was recruited, turning into a lemon, brings a
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smile to us, when his supervisor realizes he cannot tell a Python from an
Anaconda!
Rich Indian languages like Kannada and Sanskrit make their
presence felt. In a sub-section entitled, Swalpa Adjust Maadi: The
Adjustment and Anchoring Heuristics, where the italicized common
Kannada phrase translates into English as ‘adjust a little’, captures the
essence of adjustment and anchoring heuristics that refer to how people
assess probabilities in an intuitive manner, starting with some base
assessment or starting value or ‘anchor’, and then adjusting it until they
reach an acceptable value in due course. In a separate section entitled, An
Aside: Bhagavad Gita, Prisoner’s Dilemma and Tragedy of Commons, we
see the central shloka from the second adhyaya or chapter of the Bhagavad
Gita quoted verbatim:
Karmanye Vadhikaraste, Ma phaleshou kada chana,
Ma Karma Phala Hetur Bhurmatey Sangostva Akarmani (Bhagavad
Gita, Chapter II, Verse 47)

The meaning of this verse: “You have the right only to the action and
never to the fruit of the action. Fruit of action should not be your motivation,
nor should you be driven by attachment to action. After all, you can only be
sure of your own actions; the fruits in the future are essentially uncertain.”

Concluding Observations
The readability of the book would have been further enhanced (given the
expanse covered by the author) if comparative tables that chronologically
listed the contributions of the Nobel laureates to behavioral finance and
economics were provided in the Appendix. This would enable a big picture
view of the contemporaneous and time series aspects of the literature
described. In his introduction to the book, the author has outlined his mental
debate regarding inclusion of the work of Abhijit Banerjee and Esther Duflo
(winners of the Nobel prize in 2019; see Banerjee and Duflo 2019) and his
reluctant decision to exclude it. Given his own admission that their
experiments validated behavioral economics immensely, and also
demonstrated its practical use in answering key questions with regard to
development issues (a major goal of this journal MGDR), my decision would
have been to include their research, illustrating some of their rich
experiments in developing countries like India and Ghana. The experiments
straddle sociology and economics, more the reason to my mind, for
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including them to show how the theoretical developments in behavioral
economics and finance can be taken to real world development issues,
generating concrete solutions.
It would certainly help in answering questions like where do we go
from here? What are the limitations of current institutions (governments,
markets, banks, political systems) in delivering humane, social goals? What
kind of guidance do their randomized, controlled experiments in developing
countries provide for policy (poverty, inequality, unemployment, corruption,
innovation, social / cultural constraints)? Where is the fertile soil to grow the
intellectual orchards of tomorrow in the broader fields of developmental
economics, sociology, anthropology, and cultural studies?
The book is an excellent reading for young, new scholars in
economics as well as seasoned researchers and public policy
administrators who will derive meaningful lessons from this comparative
review of both conventional neoclassical economics and behavioral
economics and finance, motivating them to find creative ways to use both
in applied work.
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